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Getting Started with Flex 3 2008-06-24 discover how easy ria
development can be with this one of a kind handbook from the
adobe developer library several clear step by step mini tutorials
teach you about web services event handling designing user
interfaces with reusable components and more after finishing this
guide you ll be able to build flash applications ranging from
widgets to full featured rias using the flex sdk and flex builder 3 0
with getting started with flex 3 you will walk through sample ria
projects and see examples of amazing applications people have
built with flex work with actionscript 3 0 and the mxml markup
language build user interfaces using the controls and tools
available with the framework get a tour of controls available
commercially and through open source learn how flex integrates
with asp net coldfusion php and j2ee in the server build flex based
widgets that let you display real time data use advanced controls
to build 3d graphs data dashboards mapping applications and
more you ll find complete code for video players a slideshow a
chat client and an rss reader just to name a few you also get
plenty of tips tricks and techniques to leverage your existing
programming skills whether you come from an open source or
visual studio intensive background
Apollo for Adobe Flex Developers Pocket Guide 2007-03-09
written by members of the apollo product team this is the official
guide to the alpha release of adobe apollo the new cross platform
desktop runtime from adobe labs apollo for adobe flex developers
pocket guide explains how to build and deploy flash based rich
internet applications rias to the desktop using adobe s flex
framework this book describes concisely how apollo works and
offers numerous examples for those who want to start building
rias for the desktop right away why put rias on the desktop they
re already supposed to offer the responsiveness of desktop
programs unfortunately web browsers were designed to deliver
and display html based documents not applications the conflict
between document and application focused functionality creates
several problems when deploying applications via the browser
adobe apollo gives you the best of both worlds the web
development model and true desktop functionality this pocket
guide explains how to set up your development environment



create your first application use the file i o api use html within flex
based apollo applications use the included apollo mini cookbook
for common tasks the book also includes a guide to apollo
packages classes and command line tools once you understand
the basics of building a flex based apollo application this pocket
guide makes an ideal reference for tackling specific problems
adobe developer library is a co publishing partnership between o
reilly media and adobe systems inc and is designed to produce
the number one information resources for developers who use
adobe technologies created in 2006 the adobe developer library is
the official source for comprehensive learning solutions to help
developers create expressive and interactive web applications
that can reach virtually anyone on any platform with top notch
books and innovative online resources covering the latest in rich
internet application development the adobe developer library
offers expert training and in depth resources straight from the
source
Programming Flex 2 2007-04-16 is there an easier way to build
and deliver rich internet applications rias other than the flash ide
or ajax absolutely with adobe flex 2 the flex 2 sdk and this book
you have all you need to build rias programming flex 2 offers you
plenty of practical and useful examples that reveal how and why
to use a particular feature of flex 2 and when and when not to as
part of the adobe developer library programming flex 2 is the
authoritative guide to this new adobe framework you learn to use
a markup language called mxml and a vast library of off the shelf
and highly configurable components to build flash based
applications that combine the immediacy of the with the
functionality and responsiveness of desktop applications you also
discover why with the flash player runtime environment and the
powerful actionscript 3 0 programming language the possibilities
with flex 2 are nearly limitless topics include managing layout
working with components working with media managing state
using transitions and effects working with data customizing
application appearance client data communication and remote
data communication debugging flex framework applications
creating custom components flex may be easier to learn than the
flash ide but you still need a reliable guide to the framework



programming flex 2 not only serves as a reference but provides
valuable and practical insight into this new technology as you
learn how to build flex applications you ll also discover how flex
works this book supplies all the information you need in one
convenient place adobe developer library is a co publishing
partnership between o reilly media and adobe systems inc and is
designed to produce the number one information resources for
developers who use adobe technologies created in 2006 the
adobe developer library is the official source for comprehensive
learning solutions to help developers create expressive and
interactive web applications that can reach virtually anyone on
any platform with top notch books and innovative online
resources covering the latest in rich internet application
development the adobe developer library offers expert training
and in depth resources straight from the source
ActionScript Developer's Guide to Robotlegs 2011-08-15
robotlegs is a standout among the actionscript 3 development
frameworks available today with it flash flex and air developers
can create well architected testable and flexible rich internet
applications fast this concise guide shows you how the light
footprint and focused scope of this open source framework not
only solves your immediate coding problems it helps you gain
insight into as3 architecture on a much deeper level the authors
provide a walkthrough of specific features in two applications they
ve written in robotlegs complete with code for each application as
a whole you ll learn how to achieve a balance of flexibility and
consistency in your own projects solve 80 of your coding problems
with 20 of the api gain code base flexibility with automated
dependency injection learn the anatomy of a robotlegs application
understand the relationships between models services control
code and views in the framework s mvcs architecture see how the
robotlegs approach facilitates test driven development tdd pick
up practical methods for architecting robotlegs solutions get
expert insights to power up your existing robotlegs code
Oracle SOA Suite 11g R1 Developer's Guide 2010-07-01 develop
service oriented architecture solutions with the oracle soa suite
with this book and ebook
ActionScript Developer's Guide to PureMVC 2012 gain hands



on experience with puremvc the popular open source framework
for developing maintainable applications with a model view
controller architecture in this concise guide puremvc creator cliff
hall teaches the fundamentals of puremvc development by
walking you through the construction of a complete non trivial
adobe air application through clear explanations and numerous
actionscript code examples you ll learn best practices for using
the framework s classes in your day to day work discover how
puremvc enables you to focus on the purpose and scope of your
application while the framework takes care of the plumbing in a
maintainable and portable way get a detailed overview of the
puremvc process for developing your application model the
domain by designing the schema and creating framework
agnostic value objects implement framework agnostic view
components that expose an api of events and properties use the
proxy pattern to keep track of value objects and hide service
interaction facilitate two way communication between a view
component and the rest of the application stitch the model and
view tiers together with command objects in the controller
manage problematic view component life cycles and learn how to
reuse the model tier
Programming Flex 3 2008-09-19 if you want to try your hand at
developing rich internet applications with adobe s flex 3 and
already have experience with frameworks such as net or java this
is the ideal book to get you started programming flex 3 gives you
a solid understanding of flex 3 s core concepts and valuable
insight into how why and when to use specific flex features
numerous examples and sample code demonstrate ways to build
complete functional applications for the using the free flex sdk
and rias for the desktop using adobe air this book is an excellent
companion to adobe s flex 3 reference documentation with this
book you will learn the underlying details of the flex framework
program with mxml and actionscript arrange the layout and deal
with ui components work with media manage state for
applications and components use transitions and effects debug
your flex applications create custom components embed flex
applications in web browsers build air applications for the desktop
flex 3 will put you at the forefront of the ria revolution on both the



and the desktop programming flex 3 will help you get the most
from this amazing and sophisticated technology
Professional Adobe Flex 3 2011-04-06 with professional adobe
flex 3 put your prior experience with flash actionscript and xml
based languages to good use and learn how to use the flex 3
platform to create rich internet applications and air applications
understand the potential of the flex 3 platform through practical
examples and hands on advice on topics like desktop deployment
developing applications in mxml creating custom flex components
charting targeting air and data interconnectivity
Flex 3 Bible 2009-04-29 flex your development muscles with this
hefty guide write programs using familiar workflows deliver rich
applications for or desktop and integrate with a variety of
application servers using coldfusion php and others all with the
new flex builder 3 toolkit and the comprehensive tutorials in this
packed reference you ll learn the basics of flex 3 then quickly
start using mxml actionscript css and other tools to create
applications that can run on any browser or operating system
install and learn how to use flex builder 3 explore mxml
actionscript 3 and the anatomy of a flex application lay out flex
controls and containers and use cascading style sheets css to
create look and feel incorporate advanced list controls flex
charting components and data entry forms integrate your flex
applications with a variety of application servers create cross
operating system desktop applications with adobe integrated
runtime air companion site visit wiley com go flex3 to access code
files for the projects in the book
Professional Adobe Flex 2 2007-05-04 wrox s professional flex
2 is one of the first guides to adobe s macromedia s new web
application development platform flex experts simon barber rich
tretola and john bennett share their experience with flex 2 and
teach readers how to leverage the platform to build rich internet
applications professional flex 2 relies heavy on practical examples
making this a hands on guide that will get readers up and running
with flex 2 quickly topics include building applications with flex
builder flex programming model using actionscript 3 0 developing
applications in mxml creating uis with flex controls and containers
data access and interconnectivity creating custom flex



components charting testing debugging and deploying flex
applications and more
The Book of CSS3, 2nd Edition 2014-11-01 css3 is the
technology behind most of the eye catching visuals on the but the
docs can be dry murky and full of dastardly caveats for
inconsistent browser implementations this completely updated
second edition of the best selling book of css3 distills the dense
technical language of the css3 specification into plain english and
shows you what css3 can do now in all major browsers you ll find
fully revised coverage of the updated syntax of gradients grids
and flexible box layout as well as all new chapters on values and
sizing and graphical effects like filter effects and blend modes
with an abundance of real world examples and a focus on the
principles of good design the book of css3 will help you expand
your css skills as you learn how to style text with custom font
choices drop shadows and other effects create position and resize
background images on the fly spice up static web pages with
event driven transitions and animations apply 2d and 3d
transformations to text and images use linear and radial gradients
to create smooth color transitions take control of layout with grids
columns and flexible alignment tailor a website s appearance to
every type of web capable device the companion website includes
up to date browser compatibility charts links to tutorials and
resources and live css3 examples the can be an ugly place make
it pretty with the book of css3
Flexible Rails 2007-12-31 flexible rails is a unique application
based guide for using ruby on rails 2 and adobe flex 3 to build rich
internet applications rias it is not an exhaustive ruby on rails or
flex reference instead it is an extensive tutorial in which the
reader builds multiple iterations of an interesting ria using flex
and rails together author peter armstrong walks readers through
eleven iterations in which the sample application pomodo is
variously built refactored debugged sliced diced and otherwise
explored from every conceivable angle with respect to ruby on
rails and adobe flex the book unfolds both the application and the
flex on rails approach side by side purchase of the print book
comes with an offer of a free pdf epub and kindle ebook from
manning also available is all code from the book



FPGA-Based Embedded System Developer's Guide 2018-04-09 the
book covers various aspects of vhdl programming and fpga
interfacing with examples and sample codes giving an overview
of vlsi technology digital circuits design with vhdl programming
components functions and procedures and arithmetic designs
followed by coverage of the core of external i o programming
algorithmic state machine based system design and real world
interfacing examples focus on real world applications and
peripherals interfacing for different applications like data
acquisition control communication display computing
instrumentation digital signal processing and top module design
aims to be a quick reference guide to design digital architecture
in the fpga and develop system with rtc data transmission
protocols
Sams Teach Yourself Adobe(r) AIR Programming in 24 Hours
2008-12-07 this is the ebook version of the printed book if the
print book includes a cd rom this content is not included within
the ebook version sams teach yourself adobe air programming in
24 hours michael givens covers version 1 5 of adobe air in just 24
sessions of one hour or less you will be up and running with adobe
air 1 5 using a straightforward step by step approach each lesson
builds upon a real world foundation allowing you to learn the
essentials of adobe air from the ground up step by step
instructions carefully walk you through the most common adobe
air 1 5 tasks quizzes and exercises at the end of each chapter
help you test your knowledge of adobe air 1 5 by the way notes
present interesting information related to the discussion did you
know tips offer advice or show you alternative ways to do
something watch out cautions alert you to possible problems and
give you advice on how to avoid them learn how to utilize the air
sdk write an air application with html write an air application with
flash cs3 or dreamweaver cs3 write an air application with pdf
integration debug an air application distribute an air application
use the air apis leverage server side features for air michael
givens is the cto of u saw it enterprises a technology consulting
firm based in spring texas he is an adobe community expert and
an adobe corporate champion known to share his experience and
evangelism of all things adobe certified in coldfusion 5 and as an



advanced cfmx developer he has been using coldfusion since the
days of allaire spectra and flex since it was known as royale he is
the coauthor of adobe air programming unleashed sams
publishing and has written articles for the coldfusion developer s
journal and the flex developer s journal he also wrote a digital
short cut titled apollo in flight for sams publishing michael blogs
regularly at flexination info category programming application
development covers adobe air user level beginning intermediate
Flex Mobile in Action 2012-05-30 with constant innovation on the
ios android and blackberry platforms the mobile device landscape
is complicated and changing rapidly adobe leads the way with flex
mobile a new technology that provides a single development
environment that exports applications to any mobile platform
eliminating the need to write and re write code flex mobile in
action teaches how to use the powerful flex platform to create
compelling mobile applications that can stretch across apple ios
android and blackberry devices it contains practical application
development techniques such as accessing native device
capabilities choosing the right architectural patterns and building
data access models it also covers the new flex 4 6 with flash
builder which builds on flex 4 5 for the creation of outstanding
mobile applications
AdvancED Flex Application Development 2008-08-05 this book
provides a practical guide to planning and building a professional
flex 2 application from start to finish written by a team of expert
developers the book details step by step how the authors built the
popular rich media x rmx application for adobe user groups step
by step coverage provides all the information needed to
implement several killer web 2 0 features in flex including a blog
wiki events calendar and more it is packed with essential practical
techniques in use at a professional production environment which
you can learn from and use in your own flex applications
Enterprise Development with Flex 2010-03-16 if you want to use
adobe flex to build production quality rich internet applications for
the enterprise this groundbreaking book shows you exactly what s
required you ll learn efficient techniques and best practices and
compare several frameworks and tools available for ria
development well beyond anything you ll find in flex tutorials and



product documentation through many practical examples the
authors impart their considerable experience to help you
overcome challenges during your project s life cycle enterprise
development with flex also suggests proper tools and
methodologies guidelines for determining the skill sets required
for the project and much more choose among several frameworks
to build flex applications including cairngorm puremvc mate and
clear toolkit apply selected design patterns with flex learn how to
extend the flex framework and build your own component library
develop a sample air application that automatically synchronizes
local and remote databases to support your sales force get
solutions for leveraging amf protocol and synchronizing flex client
data modifications with blazeds based servers determine the
actual performance of your application and improve its efficiency
AdvancED Flex 3 2008-11-23 whether you re a flex 3 beginner
or intermediate user this book provides the necessary information
to help you develop into an expert using a practical hands on
approach it illustrates exactly how to create robust and scalable
enterprise grade rich internet applications rias the book is divided
into three parts the first part discusses the architectural and
design aspects of flex 3 application development it explains the
internals of a flex 3 application and advocates a few best
practices to fine tune your application to ensure maximum
performance it includes tutorials on creating custom components
data binding and creating air powered desktop applications the
second part concentrates on effectively integrating flex 3 with
server and client side technologies techniques for integration with
java and php are covered in detail and content covering
interaction with client side technologies is also included after
reading the chapter on javascript integration you will be ready to
create applications that can use ajax and flex 3 together the third
and final part of the book is a unique and eclectic mix of some
advanced topics like mash ups collaborative applications 3d
rendering highly interactive visualization and audio and video
streaming in summary through reading this book you will benefit
from the wealth of information and years of experience the
authors hold and will then be ready to cruise with comfort in the
world of flex 3 application development on your own



Flex 4 Cookbook 2010-05-11 with this collection of proven
recipes you have the ideal problem solving guide for developing
interactive rich internet applications on the adobe flash platform
you ll find answers to hundreds of common problems you may
encounter when using adobe flex flex 4 framework or flash builder
adobe s gui based development tool flex 4 cookbook has hands
on recipes for everything from flex basics to solutions for working
with visual components and data access as well as tips on
application development unit testing and adobe air each recipe
provides an explanation of how and why it works and includes
sample code that you can use immediately you ll get results fast
whether you re a committed flex developer or still evaluating the
technology it s a great way to jumpstart your next web
application topics include using spark component text layout
framework groups and layout spark list and itemrenderer images
bitmaps videos and sounds css styling and skinning states and
effects working with collections using databinding validation
formatting and regular expressions using charts services and data
access using rsls and modules working with adobe air 2 0
SQL/400 Developer's Guide 2000 ibm and the rest of the
computer industry are putting most of their dbms development
efforts into sql this reference provides the sql 400 skills that a
successful applications developer needs and shows how to create
comprehensive complex and professional sql 400 databases
Online Maps with APIs and WebServices 2012-03-30 the internet
has become the major form of map delivery the current
presentation of maps is based on the use of online services this
session examines developments related to online methods of map
delivery particularly application programmer interfaces apis and
mapservices in general including google maps api and similar
services map mashups have had a major impact on how spatial
information is presented the advantage of using a major online
mapping site is that the maps represent a common and
recognizable representation of the world overlaying features on
top of these maps provides a frame of reference for the map user
a particular advantage for thematic mapping is the ability to
spatially reference thematic data
Adobe Flex 3 2008 part of the adobe training from the source



series the official curriculum from adobe developed by
experienced trainers using project based tutorials this book cd
volume is designed to teach the techniques needed to create
sophisticated professional level projects each book includes a cd
that contains all the files used in the lessons plus completed
projects for comparison in the course of the book the reader will
build several applications using flex builder incorporating mxml
and actionscript 3 0 this title covers the component framework for
rich internet applications adobe flex 3 0 new flex 3 features
covered in this edition are the advanced datagrid data
connectivity wizards modularizing the flex application and options
for deploying your flex project with air adobe integrated runtime
Powerbuilder 4 Developer's Guide 1995 powerbuilder is the
hottest selling client server development software this is the only
advanced book which covers powerbuilder and how to develop
rich powerful applications with it all the new features of version 3
x are covered showing how they can be used to further enhance
your programming disk includes sample source code and
applications created in the book
The Book of CSS3 2011-05-15 css3 is behind most of the eye
catching visuals on the today but the official documentation can
be dry and hard to follow and browser implementations are
scattershot at best the book of css3 distills the dense technical
language of the css3 specification into plain english and shows
you what css3 can do right now in all major browsers with real
world examples and a focus on the principles of good design it
extends your css skills helping you transform ordinary markup
into stunning richly styled web pages you ll master the latest
cutting edge css3 features and learn how to stylize text with fully
customizable outlines drop shadows and other effects create
position and resize background images on the fly spice up static
web pages with event driven transitions and animations apply 2d
and 3d transformations to text and images use linear and radial
gradients to create smooth color transitions tailor a website s
appearance to smartphones and other devices a companion
website includes up to date browser compatibility charts and live
css3 examples for you to explore the can be an ugly place add a
little style to it with the book of css3



Civil War Washington 2015-04-01 while it is impossible to re
create the tumultuous washington dc of the civil war civil war
washington sets out to examine the nation s capital during the
civil war along with the digital platform civilwardc org that
reimagines it during those turbulent years among the many topics
covered in the volume is the federal government s experiment in
compensated emancipation which went into effect when all of the
capital s slaves were freed in april 1862 another essay explores
the city s place as a major center of military hospitals patients
and medical administration other contributors reflect on literature
and the war particularly on the poetry published in hospital
newspapers and walt whitman s formative experiences with the
city and its wounded the digital project associated with this book
offers a virtual examination of the nation s capital from multiple
perspectives through a collection of datasets visual works texts
and maps the digital project offers a case study of the social
political cultural and scientific transitions provoked or accelerated
by the civil war the book also provides insights into the complex
and ever shifting nature of ongoing digital projects while
encouraging others to develop their own interpretations and
participate in the larger endeavor of digital history
Flash Facebook Cookbook 2011-08-25 over 100 recipes for
integrating the flash platform applications with the graph api and
facebook
Learning Flex 4 2010-11-02 learn adobe flex 4 in a fun and
engaging way with this book s unique hands on approach using
clear examples and step by step coaching from two experts you ll
create four applications that demonstrate fundamental flex
programming concepts throughout the course of this book you ll
learn how to enhance user interaction with actionscript and create
and skin a user interface with flex s ui components mxml and
adobe s new fxg graphics format you ll also be trained to manage
dynamic data connect to a database using server side script and
deploy applications to both the and the desktop learning flex 4
offers tips and tricks the authors have collected from years of real
world experience and straightforward explanations of object
oriented programming concepts to help you understand how flex
4 works work with flash builder 4 and the eclipse ide learn the



basics of actionscript mxml and fxg design a flex application
layout build an engaging user interface add interactivity with
actionscript handle user input with rich forms link flex to a server
with php and mysql gather and display data style applications and
add effects filters and transitions deploy applications to the or to
the desktop using adobe air
Developing Android Applications with Adobe AIR 2011-04-22 put
your actionscript 3 skills to work building mobile apps this book
shows you how to develop native applications for android based
smartphones and tablets from the ground up using adobe air you
learn the entire development process hands on from coding
specific functions to options for getting your app published start
by building a sample app with step by step instructions using
either flash professional or flash builder then learn how to use
actionscript libraries for typical device features such as the
camera and the accelerometer this book includes ready to run
example code and a case study that demonstrates how to bring
all of the elements together into a full scale working app create
functionality and content that works on multiple android devices
choose from several data storage options create view and
navigation components including a back button get tips for
designing user experience with touch and gestures build a
location aware app or one that makes use of motion explore ways
to use audio video and photos in your application learn best
practices for asset management and development
Visual Basic Developer's Guide to ADO 1999 the core
components of application development for programmers using
microsoft technologies are asp and iis with the new functionality
in visual basic developers can now write sophisticated server side
applications
Oracle Fusion Developer Guide 2009-11-14 master oracle
fusion middleware successfully design rich enterprise web
applications using the detailed information in this oracle press
volume oracle fusion developer guide goes beyond the
predominant drag and drop methods in oracle jdeveloper 11g and
provides a wealth of examples that address common
development scenarios when using oracle fusion middleware work
with oracle jdeveloper 11g define navigation rules accept and



validate user input build page layouts and skins and incorporate
drag and drop functionality into web applications this
authoritative resource also explains how to secure and
internationalize your applications understand the oracle
application development framework and oracle adf faces rich
client lifestyle construct oracle adf data controls task flows and
dynamic regions graphically represent information with oracle adf
faces dvt components modularize applications using oracle adf
libraries oracle adf task flows and other reusable components
define dynamic navigation rules in oracle fusion middleware web
applications leverage 2 0 features using oracle adf faces rich
client components control user access with oracle weblogic server
and oracle adf security for a complete list of oracle press titles
visit oraclepressbooks com
ActionScript iPhone/Androidアプリ開発入門 2012-03 flash使いの人な
らiphone androidアプリ開発をすぐに始めることができます このような人におすすめ actionscriptに
慣れている人 ide開発に慣れている人 iphoneやandroidのアプリ開発に興味のある人
DB2 Developer's Guide 1992 written for technical users of db2
this reference book provides hard to find information about this
database packed with tips and experience based techniques this
book also delivers information on coding efficient sql monitoring
and tuning db2 performance
JAVA Developer's Guide 1996 this advanced level guide offers a
detailed look at developing real world applications using java the
hot new technology that allows programmers to embed
applications within pages assuming knowledge of html and some
java the book sharply enhances the programmer s ability to
manipulate the the cd rom contains sun s jdk v 1 1 cafe lite from
symantec and a variety of third party applets and source code
Oracle 7.3 Developer's Guide 1997 this book guides the reader
in developing end user systems using this popular relational
database it covers database analysis and design sql foundation
development tools and database administration includes
numerous designs and illustrations
Windows 2000 Web Applications Developer's Guide 2000
please provide course information please provide
Windows? 2000 Developer's Guide 2000-03-28 packed with
valuable code this authoritative and example driven reference



shows advanced developers how to program using the most
difficult new features in windows 2000 all sample code is available
for download at idg s web site
Delphi for .NET Developer's Guide 2004 written by two delphi and
net experts this award winning volume gives in depth coverage of
the net framework from a delphi developer perspective this
edition is completely updated and includes in depth coverage on
borland s new clx architecture dbexpress applications soap corba
websnap and bizsnap features
ArcView GIS/Avenue Developer's Guide 1999 this new edition
on the basics of the programming language of arcview shows
readers how to customize the arcview gis interface create and
test scripts produce hardcopy maps and integrate arcview gis
with other applications new information has been added on
programming spatial analyst and other extensions and
programming with shape files and scale based graphics a
companion diskette has been fully updated for use with version 3
1
The Microsoft Windows 95 Developer's Guide 1996 today s
pc users are looking for powerful easy to use gui applications that
are fast reliable and loaded with features this book gives a great
deal of attention to the user interface rules introduced by
windows 95 and the object oriented interface the cd rom contains
sample codes including the executable file allowing readers to
test all the samples
The Waite Group's MS-DOS Developer's Guide 1988
compatible with ms dos version 4 0 masm 5 1 and microsoft c
compiler 5 1 this expanded revision presents all of the details
needed to write application programs for the latest version of the
ms dos operating system all example programs have been
revised to be compatible with ms dos 4 0 along with completely
revised expanded chapters on subjects which include structured
programming installable device drivers real time programming
and memory management
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